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Acadia Denali
INTRODUCING THE DENALI OF CROSSOVERS

T

his year, Acadia joins the exclusive Denali family, and the results are striking.
Acadia Denali features a sleek appearance and unique exterior styling cues.
Exceptional interior acoustics, along with heated and cooled front leather seating
surfaces transform its comfortable cabin into your own personal retreat. At 24
highway miles per gallon this vehicle is a dream to drive.
Acadia Denali features class-leading cargo capability and seating for up to eight passengers. Outside, a honeycomb grille, streamlined body side moldings with chrome
accents, dual chrome exhaust tips and 20-inch two-tone chrome-clad wheels
accentuate its athletic stance. Acadia has a StabiliTrak electronic stability control
system that can sense vehicle speed, brake pressure, lateral acceleration, turning
and even the position of your steering wheel to help keep you safe and in control.

Terrain
GOING THE EXTRA MILE TO MAKE THE MOST OUT OF EVERY INCH

E

very inch of Terrain challenges the notion of what an SUV can be. It has the best
highway fuel economy in its class at 32 highway miles per gallon, and fits into
smaller garages and tighter parking spaces with ease. Every Terrain is equipped
with a Rearview Camera System to help you navigate a driveway, backing up or
tow more effectively. The demand for this vehicle is overwhelming.
Bold GMC Styling
Terrain takes a strong stance worthy of its professional-grade heritage — with
squared-off corners, flared fenders, a prominent chrome surround grille and
projector-beam headlamps mounted in large, rectangular chrome housings. Its
clever MultiFlex rear seat slides to create 39.9 inches of class-leading rear leg
room. Red ambient lighting is used on the cupholders and around the center stack
to provide an inviting warm glow throughout the cabin and add convenience while
traveling at night.
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ITS REPUTATION PRECEDES IT. 2011 BUICK REGAL

THE NEW CLASS OF WORLD CLASS
aCrosse ensures that half the fun of getting there is the sights and sounds you
discover inside. Buick’s QUIETTUNING process reduces, blocks and absorbs
noise to make LaCrosse and acoustic haven. The laminated windshield, triple door
seals, precise body panel tolerances and other acoustical technologies throughout
help outside noises stay outside. The optional push button start is a modern way to
ignite responsive performance. You’ll
find six air bags for protection
and 30 miles per gallon
of economic value.
The human
touch – it is
very much
in evidence
in LaCrosse.

riving enthusiasts typically associate elite sport sedans with European
engineering. So which sport sedan earned European Car of the Year
honors in 2009 and has established itself as the best-selling mid-size car in
Europe? The Buick Regal. This car has already won 39 awards in 15 European
countries. The 2011 Buick Regal also comes in a turbo that gives you all the
power of a turbo with fewer fill-ups. This adrenaline-surging sedan provides
up to 30 miles per gallon of
fuel efficiency. Regal its
arrival is a departure.
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